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“EARLY SUMMER” 
It is almost 2 years since | left St.Lucia by plane, 
leaving Early Summer behind in the hope to come 
back to resume the “delivery trip” from Warsash to 
Japan in the near future. But | wasn’t sure how long 
it would be before | could save up enough money 
for my family to live on while | was having fun on 
the Pacific. A couple of years at the least, | feared. 

Fortunately, an ARC friend of mine wanted to bring 
his yacht to Japan to sell it here and offered to ship 
Early Summer side by side with his, hoping to get 
some discount on the freight. 

| was excited at the prospect of being able to cruise 
around my home on Early Summer without having 
to sail the longest and toughest leg. | jumped at his 
offer and Early Summer safely arrived at Kobe, 
Japan three months after | left St.Lucia. 

Since then, | have been sailing along the Japan Sea 
coast of Honshuu Island, which area is notorious for 
the bad winter weather but is more secluded and as 
a result, much less vulgarized than the Pacific 
coast. Besides, Korea and Russia are only a few 
days sail across the Japan Sea. 

My parents were born and raised in Korea while the 
peninsular was under Japanese occupation, and | 
had longed to see the country which they love so 
much that they visit it at least twice every year. So 
when the long gloomy winter was over and the first 
s ring breeze hit the sea, a young friend of mine 
and | set sail for Pusan, the second largest city in 
korea. 

he trip was uneventful: for the first 10 hours we 
vad barely enough wind to gain stcerage but after 
‘hat we enjoyed force 5 winds constantly blowing 
trom behind and 55 hours later, we were at the 
entrance of the port. 
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It was 0130 local time. Right outside the outer- 
breakwater, there were a few freighters and a large- 
ferry boat from Japan drifting around keeping some 
distance from the entrance, as if to remind me that 
it is forbidden to enter a Korean port at night with- 
out prior permission from the port authorities. 

The permission was granted three hours later at 
0430, after a couple of link calls to Japan to get my 
father to find a friend who would act as my agent. 

An agent for a pleasure boat! - | must say | had 
never heard of any such requirements before. Even 
in Portugal, where they mistakenly call a detention 
camp a yacht marina, one is free to walk out of the 
fences to see the port authorities oneself. 

(In Viana Do Castero, there were fences all around 
the “marina”, and once you got into it, the only 
entrance from the outer harbour was locked with a 
swing bridge; and until you cleared into the coun- 
try properly and paid a fee of Esc. 90, or 40 pence, 
you could not leave it.) 

We anchored at the quarantine anchorage, as had 
been directed by the port control, one hour later at 
0530. When | reported to the port control on the 
VHF, they told us to wait for the quarantine officer, 
who he assured us would come to clear us in an 
hour. So we began fixing breakfast. 

However, after breakfast, a few cans of beer, and 
then a bottle of sake (1.8 liters), no one visited us. 
So | asked the port control very politely how soon 
he might turn up, only to be told to proceed to the 
Customs Headquarters located in the inner harbour. 

So we weighed anchor and began motoring into the 
inner harbour through the opening between the two 
inner breakwaters. As we passed them, we saw an 
armoured cruiser coming out of the inner harbour. 
A moment later, we heard young soldiers stationed 
on a barge guarding the entrance whistling the 
Korean cruiser bon voyage. Some were waving 
flags even. 

“What a noisy salute!” we said to each other, wav- 
ing to the young soldiers on both ships. As if to 
return the greetings, they whistled even louder and 
waved the flags more violently. “What a noisy wel- 
come!” my friend said, as he waved his hands to 
them. 

A few minutes later, we were passing by a Russian 
cargo-passenger boat, waving again to the Russians 
on it. Then it was that we heard a siren on top of 
the noisy whistles, which they had never stopped 
blowing. 

Turning round my head | saw a navy patrol boat 
approaching us at its full speed. Several soldiers 
were holding their machine guns at ready; every 
one of them, even the big one on the coachroof, 
was pointing in our direction! 

    

  



[he whistles and flags were not a salute to the cruiser, 
they were to stop us. We were ordered both in English to 
follow them back to the barge, which they called the 
“navy chekku point.” 

We were taken to a room full of soldiers, every one of 
them had either a rifle or a machine gun in hand. | had 
never seen so many guns in my life and it was more than 
enough to sober me up. 

The interrogation at the check point was carried out by 
writing. None of the soldiers spoke Japanese, and neither 
of us spoke Korean either. It was fortunate that there were 
two soldiers who knew some English words and a sergeant 
who could read some Chinese characters. The sergeant 
asked something in Korean and the soldiers translated it 
into very broken English. | answered the question in 
English and when they did not understand, | wrote it down 
in Chinese characters. 

They seemed to be very interested in my passport. Nearly 
all its pages were filled with the stamps from the countries 
| had visited during my one-year trip from Warsash to the 
West Indies. And my young friend’s passport made the sit- 
uation even worse; he had visited some communist coun- 

tries when he travelled around Europe a few years before. 

They would not believe me when | said we visited those 
places for the same reason we came to Korea: namely, to 
see the people and the country and enjoy some adventur- 
ous feelings along the’way. After several irrelevant ques- 
tions they invariably returned to the one question: if we 
knew anyone from North Korea. 

Except for the few catnaps, | hadn’t slept for the past 
seventy hours by now and had barely any strength left, 
and | was thinking | wouldn’t mind losing my face by 
fainting there then, when my agent (my father’s friend) 
came to our rescue. He somehow got them to turn us 
over to the Immigration Office, where he had some influ- 
ence. 

Even with his help, however, it was not easy to convince 
them that we were no spies of any communist nation. We 
were not allowed to step on the Korean soil until 1630 
that day - 15 hours after we arrived at the entrance of the 
harbour. In the meantime, they had called the Japanese 
authorities to confirm that we had indeed left the port in 
Japan on the very date we said we had, or so they 
claimed. But when | saw my 20,000 yen, or some 80 
pounds, slipped into an Immigration officer's pocket with 
great dexterity by my agent, | began to suspect that all the 
trouble, or at least part of it, might not have been created 
by them for this particular purpose. 

In any case, my young friend was so fed up with anything 
Korean that, as soon as we were allowed into Korea, he 
went straight to the ferry terminal, which was five minutes 
walk from the customs headquarters, bought the ticket for 
the 1700 ferry for Japan and left the country 
for good. He stayed on the Korean soil only ten minutes. 

Afterwards, | learned that 24 hours notice is a must for any 
vessel intending to call at a Korean port. If | had done that 
and had stopped at the navy check point without getting 
ihe gunboat to escort us, much of the trouble would have 
been avoided and the 20,000 yen might have stayed in my 
wallet, says Mr. Yu (my agent). 

Despite this unpleasant beginning, my stay in Korea 
turned out to be very enjoyable. As if to compensate, 
Mr.Yu took me to an excellent Korean restaurant that night 
and introduced me to the richness of the Korean cuisine 
and would not let me sleep in Early Summer, whose fore- 
cabin he found only a bit better than a slave quarter. 

Pusan Yacht Center (built for the Seoul! Olympic Games in 
1988) was just as gorgeous, but only one-tenth as costly 
and one-millionth as crowded, as the marinas in 
Lymington. Only about 20 berths out of the 364 were 
occupied. 

When |! brought Early Summer in, literally everyone in the 
marina came running to the pontoon to help me with the 
ropes. They said, “It’s not every YEAR we have a visitor 
from a foreign country,” and everyone wanted to invite me 
to dinner at his home and show me around the city. Well, 
I don’t think anyone could remain unhappy in a country 
where it is very difficult to spend his own money on eating 
unless you insist very strongly. 

My return trip was not uneventful. When I left Pusan, 
there was no hint of the weather going worse on the 
weather fax which | received on Early Summer. In fact, | 
had to motor for the first 8 hours. 

But then, a low developed very quickly between the two 
highs that had covered the northern part of the Japan Sea 
and the high which remained stationary at the west of the 
Korean Peninsular began to send out fresh winds to it and 
tt soon reached force 7 and then 8. 

It was almost midnight, and probably because of the bad 
weather, there were no fishing boats in sight. | was think- 
ing to myself that it was now | should take some rest leav- 
ing the helm to Eruzaburo (the windvane). In order to do 
so, | would have to put up the storm jib. So | was just 
going to stand up when it happened. 

During the winter, | had replaced most of the wires on 
Early Summer and | was confident nothing could go wrong 
in this kind of weather. But there was one piece which | 
had forgotten to replace. It was the 5 millimeter wire 
hauling down the tack of the inner staysail - and it broke. 

Well, | could try hauling the storm jib down using some 
spare rope. But | decided to sail with the yankee and the 
double reefed main. | would have to keep on steering 
myself, but | felt | had enough strength left. Besides, | was 
approaching Yamatotai, where we had encountered hun- 
dreds of fishing boats on our way to Pusan. 

Because the wind was coming from behind, | was able to 
enjoy a very fast passage across the Japan Sea using the 
yankee sail and the double reefed main. It took only 40 
hours this time. 

Contributed by Yasuaki “Miki” Kuromiya.
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Sarisbury Green Social - 28 February 

This was the second South Coast winter Social and 
again a success. 25 people attended and provided a 
tasty buffet. This year we tried a Sunday, with a buffet 
lunch at mid-day and talks afterwards. This seemed to 
work very well, and at least ensured that people were 
not driving home in the dark and the fog, as last year. 
Peter Eyres gave tips about sail care and 
sprayhood/dodger care and then we saw a video of 
the Thames Rally and the delights of riverboat 
cruising. 

I had hoped to have at this meeting a representative 
of the Hampshire Fire Brigade talking about Fire 
Safety on board boat, but a succession of mishaps, 
lost letters, wrong information etc meant that this did 
not happen. I received profuse apologies from a 
bigwig, so I think we can guarantee that this will be 
possible for our next meeting. If anyone has any 
suggestions or requests for talks or demonstrations | 
would be pleased to hear from you. Thanks to all 
who contributed to the lunch or Raffle. 

Maldon Social - 21 March 

This was a first. The meeting was held on a Thames 
Barge at Maldon Quay, and we must thank John 
Lamb for both making the arrangements and for 
paying for the hire. It was a lovely setting, made all 
the nicer by it being a lovely day and we were able 
to sit out on deck to eat the lunch. It was interesting 
to those of us who had attended both the South and 
East Socials to note the difference in what seems to 
be eaten by the two area members. Again, thanks to 
all who contributed and helped. There was a very 
good turnout and I] am sure all learnt something from 
the talk by John Passmore of Kemps on the care of 
rigging.   

Bosham Rally - 
15/16 May 

The decision of the Annual General Meeting when 
discussing the summer programme to have the first 
Rally on a mainland base was a good one. We had a 
good turnout of boats, despite it being windy and 
cloudy, and also several members who came for the 
evening meal alone, which meant that 21 of us sat 
down to eat, excluding Claude Fielding and his 
extended family who ate rather earlier than us, having 
small children to consider. We were all starving when 
we finally ate which was rather later than expected 
because of the larger numbers we had and someone 
at the Club mislead the Catering Manager and 
crossing us out of the book. She and I knew what we 
were doing- men again!! But it was a good meal and 
everyone enjoyed themselves, I think. Albertine 
(V34), Victoria Plum (30) and Eleanor Mary (a Gaff 

Cutter owned by John Lamb and sailed by the 
Hathaways so almost a Victoria) all braved tying up 
alongside Bosham Quay wall and dried out. Frances 
Josephine (F26) came alongside and went back out to 
a mooring after the meal, and Jack Nesbitt V34) and 
Felicity (F26) were allocated river moorings and came 

in by dinghy. 11 Members came by road for the meal 
at the Bosham Sailing Club. 

  
The journey back in the Gaff Cutter just confirmed to 
me what a lovely dry boat ours is, Eleanor Mary made 
sure we were really soaked, by throwing water up 
from below to add to that coming from above. But 
the wind was a bit lighter and we had a more 
comfortable sail, apart from the water, going home.



    Shadow Rally - 26 June 

This was a much improved event over the previous year. We had three boats attending, White Rose of York, 
Tschiffley’s Shadow and Geepady. But Mr. & Mrs. Marson and a Friend joined David and Brenda on White Rose 
of York, and Sam Weller joined Carole and Geott on Tschiffley’s Shadow for a lovely sunny day, messing about 
on the river. Mr. & Mrs. Dawson attended for their first Rally and Bob and I joined them in the evening for a 
meal at Marlow. 

We started off with drinks on the terrace of The Compleat Angler. They must have thought, despite our dress 
that we would be eating there as they gave us canapes with our drinks, but just looking at the price of the 
menu made us all weak at the knees. We probably ended up paying as much for our whole meal in the Berni 
Inn, across the river, as we would have paid for a starter. 

I assume that the Shadow owners survived the night, as they had moored in a No Mooring zone, can you clamp 
a Shadow. The Tarrs told us the origin of their boats name, which some cannot even pronounce let alone 
understand. Evidently it is named after Carole’s horse, who in turn is named after a famous traveller who 
trekked across America on a horse. 

Brightlingsea Rally - 17/18 July. 

The Rally this year was in everyway better than last year. Primarily the weather could not have been more dif- 
ferent, sunny, soft winds and the sort of weather that really puts the icing on the cake for East Coast sailors. 

18 people sat down for a meal at the Colne Yacht Club. It was very nice that so many new members attended 
this Rally; Mr. & Mrs. Pollock in Pipparoo, Dr and Mrs. Coe in Sllasa, Mr. Whittle and a friend in Puffin, and Mrs. 
Cheimenski and a friend, who came along to the meal, her boat Osiris being kept in warmer climes. Moonfleet 
of Hoo was there with Mr. & Mrs. Thatcher and friends, and Miss Lizzie, having taken part in the East Coast Old 
Gaffers Race, was then loaned to the Hathaways for the night. Mr. & Mrs. Ashton walked around the corner to 
the Yacht Club to join us, and our thanks to Mr. Ashton for providing information for the Rally. And Mr & Mrs. 
Brown who were then between boats, having decided to move from a V30 to a V34 and waiting for their new 
Streak O'Dawn to be ready, joined us also for the evening. We were sorry that Dingeman Boogert could not 
make it from Holland, having been storm bound in Ostend, we have been there and done that too, and we 
hope he will make it sometime in the future to one of our Rallies. 

Sailing Miss Lizzie back to Maldon on the Sunday morning was a delight. I really miss the East Coast. You could 
have counted the number of other boats in sight on your hands, there is acres of sea and sky with the occasion- 
al piece of land sort of floating between. J think only East Coast sailors will understand that. Anyway, a great 
contrast to the Hamble Scramble.



Guernsey Rally - 17/18 July 

ISLAND IN THE SUN... 

After a half hour struggle on the foredeck the genoa 
pole was eventually tamed and sail reduced and then 
the wind died. It had been slowly rising since we left 
Treguier that morning en route for Guernsey at the 

end of a three week cruise to the Morbihan and, as 
usual, we had been putting off the evil moment hop- 
ing it would die down, and now it had. There were 
two choices, a beer or re-rig the pole. No prizes for 
guessing that the beer won! As we sipped out beer 
we debated what to do next, then in the distance we 
could see a little fluffy white cloud just where 
Guernsey should be, and sure enough half an hour 
later we were approaching St Peter Port on a broad 
reach in sparkling sunshine. 

We were looking forward to reaching Guernsey and 
meeting up with colleagues for the rally - a chance to 
swap holiday stories and catch up on news from 
Warsash. We berthed in Victoria Marina mid after- 
noon and were delighted to be greeted by Ted and 
Kitty from “Copper Cream” with their crew Brian. 
After a quick scan of the marina to see who else had 
arrived we settled down for a sundowner. We were 
expecting a few more boats but thought they would 
be unlikely to arrive before Saturday, and that proved 
to be the case. 

Saturday morning was bright and sunny, and just 
across the marina was “Yanita”, Frank Reynolds’ 
Victoria 30. There was no sign of life on board so we 
didn’t disturb them and went off in search of fresh 
bread and milk and a walk around the town. The 
moring tide yielded no more Victorias and we 
thought it might be a small gathering, however, we 
had enough for a quorum and decided to have a 
practise run at lunch time with an impromptu eat and 
drink on “Jack Nesbitt” with the assembled crews. 
Fortified with wine and sunshine we then helped to 
turn “Copper Cream” around, after moving the boat 
rafted to her into another berth - two well executed 
manoeuvres under the circumstances. 

During the afternoon we made contact with Frank 
and his son who had put into Guernsey en route for 
Brittany because of adverse winds! That pushed the 
party from five to seven, then on the afternoon tide 
‘Natterjack” appeared through the lock gates after a 
long sail over from Warsash. There were four on 
board, which swelled the numbers to eleven. John 
Cade’s daughter Debbie soon set about sorting the 
arrangements for the evening as we had failed to find 
out what we were supposed to be doing   

We all boarded 
the Sark ferry 
just after seven and watched the Herm ferry leave 
before us with some puzzlement as we were 
supposed to be going to Herm but the Captain had 
told us to board the Sark ferry. However, all was 
well as our ferry called at Herm too, and we were 
soon settled in the hotel for a very enjoyable dinner 
swapping sailing stories and discussing the recent 
Victoria/Westerly merger. 

It was a beautiful evening, balmy and starlit and the 
trip back on the ferry was quite magical. As we were 
boarding there was one rather inebriated party 
boarding a couple of small fast launches. After much 
shrieking and yelling and one lady falling in the 
water they finally sped away into the night, one boat 
without any navigation lights at all! Our party was 
rather more sedate as some of us were leaving at the 
crack of dawn for the sail home. 

At five thirty next morning we were woken by the 
Dutch couple on the boat rafted to us. They were 
leaving, so we left as well in a fine drizzle. It was par 
for the course, we'd spent most of the last week 
passage making back from the Morbihan, and most 
mornings we had left at the crack of dawn in a 
drizzle. A dry muesli morning had become quite a 
treat! 

We had a fast passage back to Warsash and arrived 
off the Needles just as Greg Norman holed his putt 
to win The Open Golf Championship. Natterjack left 
that afternoon and made an even faster time! The 
rally was a great success, more so because all the 
boats there had arrived from different directions, 
“Natterjack” from Warsash, “Copper Cream” from 
Falmouth, “Yanita” from Dartmouth, and “Jack 

Nesbitt” en route home from Brittany. 

By the way, who does know the trick to handling 
a heavy telescopic genoa pole when sailing 
short-handed? 

- Sally Smith



  

Darmouth Rally - 31 July 

SNORE'S ARK 
(Rod and June Perry) arrived in Dartmouth on Friday 
30 July and circled the RES NOVA floating restaurant, 
inspecting the mooring facilities mentioned in Olive's 
letter. Wonderful smells drifted from this converted 
Dutch Barge, forcing us to conclude that we would 
never manage to resist the temptation to start our meal 
on Friday and continue until Sunday! We withdrew 
across the Dart to the Harbour Master’s pontoon 
opposite. Earlier, we had completed an uneventful 
and almost windless passage from Plymouth, passing 
close enough to the rocks off Start Point to count the 
mussels. As we approached the entrance to the Dart, 
we were woken sharply from our “Snoring” by the 
wind increasing from zero to twenty five knots within 
five seconds! 

By Saturday morning we began to wonder if we had 
the wrong weekend, because no other Victorias were 
in sight (this has been known before on Snore’s 
and has led to considerable debate between the 
skipper and first mate!). Looking forward to eating the 
15 meals booked by Olive singlehandedly, we were 
surprised when Copper Cream (Ted and Kitty Moss) 
appeared downstream. 

They had been moored in Dittisham for the night, 
having arrived from Falmouth the previous afternoon, 
and took up residence alongside the RES NOVA 
mooring. Later in the afternoon Erica (Barry and 
Heather Corlett) arrived, after a courageous passage 
from its mooring just upstream, and rafted up 
alongside. Things were now looking better, we had 
six people to share I5 meals. 

     

  

We were partaking of the 
hospitality aboard Erica, 
and gradually moving 
towards the restaurant via 
the hospitality aboard 
Copper Cream, when Frank 

Reynolds from Yunita arrived. After a few more 
welcoming drinks, we staggered lightly up the ramp 
to the restaurant doors. We were welcomed with a 
smile and a mild query about when the others would 
be arriving. We had been intending to give our 
prepared response, along the lines that Bob and Olive 
would pay for the other meals but, since we hac 
reached a magnificent seven, we were able to 
confidently predict to the restaurant staff that the 
others had all been delayed by storm, typhoon or the 
plague. At this point they informed us that Bob 
Hathaway had already telephoned to say he would 
not make it. Oh well ..... that explained everything! 

The meal was very good, and the evening thoroughly 
enjoyable. Everyone retired to their boats, dinghies or 
ferries with the feeling that the extra weight they had 
just added must adversely affect their trim for their 
return journey, even upstream! 

Contributed by Rod and June Perry.



Hamble Safari - 18 September 

It had been a horrible, wet, windy week (the week of the Southampton Boat Show if that jogs any memories) 

and this Rally looked like suffering the same fate as last year. But the promise of the weathermen was for a 

better Saturday, and so it proved, a lovely sunny day. 2 inflatables went up the River, Mr. Cade and his 

daughter, taking Dick Walters, and David Probert and Brenda, taking Barrie Marson. Mr. & Mrs. Larkin had 

hoped to make the journey by boat, but due to health problems, joined the rest for the pub stop, by car 

transport. The boaters reported watching kingfishers and herons as they ate their lunch and having enjoyed the 

trip. 17 people sat down for the Bar-B-Que in the evening, held on the car park area before the pontoons. 

Our thanks to Tom Gregory, his wife and helpers for supplying a really super BBQ, prawn kebabs, chicken, 

sausages, lots of garlic bread, salads, jacket potatoes, apple meringue pie, wine and coffee. 

The evening was fine as well, and it was quite barmy and lovely to sit by the river and watch boats 

coming in lit up as it got to dusk. 

  
  

News from Peter Gregory about THE MERGER! 

You may all be wondering what has happened and what will 
happen as a result of Westerly and Victoria coming 

together, and Olive has asked me to write some words of 

explanation, . 

Ae you will have read in the press release sent out at the 

beginning of August, the two companies are now jointly 

  

     

    

  

owned with the shareholding spread between NatWest 
Ventur our venture capital backers), myself ana my 

three Westerly co-directors: John Hinton, Eddie Paul and 

Peter Thomas. Opposite is a ‘family tree’ showing the new 

structure with details of who's who, who’s where and who 

heat 

NEW BOAT SALES - the Westerly sales office at Hamble 
Point has been closed and Peter Thomas and his team 
have joined us in Warsash, Demonstrations of both 

Westerly and Victoria yachts will be from Warsash - we 

hope to enlarge our office space as we are a little crowded 

    

at the moment. 

NEW BOAT BUILDING - all the yachts will be built at the 
excellent production factory in Waterlooville, ana 

customers will be able to see their yachts being built just 

as they always have. Paul Hillair-Brady, our Production 
Manager will be working closely with John Hinton to ensure 

continuity in the building of the Victorias alongside the 

Westerly range at Waterlooville. Launching, commissioning 

and harndovers will be carried out at Wargash. 

REPAIRS & SERVICE - the small Westerly repair yard at 

Gosport has been sold and the repairs team has moved 

into Warsash, lan Cochrane will be happy to provide 

estimates for any work you need doing, together with 

arranging lifting/ launching, winter storage etc. There ig a 
separate telephone number for ease of communication so 

please dial lan direct on (0469) 572770 

TECHNICAL - Bob Hathaway can answer technical 

questions in respect of the Victoria yachts and how they 

work, but is no longer dealing with repairs estimates etc. 

SPARES - when you need a ‘widget’ for your Victoria, 
please contact Bob Hathaway who will process your order 

for the time veing. A whole new service system and facility 
is being developed for both Victoria and Westerly owners - 
more details will be released in due course. 

The Southampton Boat Show was very succeseful and 

over the joint range we received deposits from 40 cus- 
tomers - an excellent start for us all! At London Boat 

Show we will have just one stand for Westerly Victoria 
- | look forward to seeing you there if you plan to visit. 

Se - as one era finishes, a newer brighter and bigger one 

emerges from which both employees and more importantly 

you, the boat owners, will benefit. Thank you for your 

support in the past and | sincerely lookforward to it in the 

future. 

Peter Gregory October |993 
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CONTRIBUTED BY 

DINGEMAN BOOGERT. 

OWNER OF CLARA 

A FRANCES 26   

Most of my holidays in 1992 had to be kept in store for the 
Atlantic crossing, which took piace in November and 

December. This was quite an experience, mainly because 

sailing KIM, a 70 footer with a 40,000 kilo’s displacement is 
very much different from sailing my CLARA. Impressive as 

well were the deep blue sea, every day again and the 
showery skies at sunrise and sunset, when we got more 

to the west. And of course the porpoises and the whale 
we saw. 

We had an almost dead run for most of the time, mainly in 

winds of around 22 knots. Wave height was 2.5 to 3 m. 

Although the boat is a ketch, the aftermast was never used. 

Most of the time we sailed under mainsail and boomed out 

genoa, both with a 100 m2 sail area. The asymmetrical 
spinnaker could hardly be used, the wind coming in dead 

aft. Initially we tried to run with the wind more on the 

quarter, but this lowered our VMG too much. Anyway, 

since the owner’s wife was not entirely free of seasickness 

(I’ve been successfully acting as a cook the entire trip, 

often cooking self caught fish with exotic names like 
Rainbow Runner and Yellowtail Kingfish) and there were 
two young children aboard, aged 2 and 3.5, no one felt the 

boat had to be sailed like a racer. Still we sailed from 

Tenerife to Grenada in 16 days, at an average speed of 7.5 
knots. The yacht’s huil speed is 10 knots. 

Although it would take some more time with a Frances 26, 

I wonder whether sailing itself would be less agreeable. 
Sure, you were going to miss Chopin, played on the piano 

by the owner and the daily fresh water showers. But you 

would certainly be pleased by your course stability because 

of the long keel. KIM is rather racy under water. She has a 
keel of medium length with wings and a narrow spade 
rudder. When the transmission between the autopilot and 

the steering mechanism finally broke down, we had to steer 

by hand the last twenty four hours. You couldn’t let go the 

wheel for more than a couple of seconds. 

KIM was able to rol]! quite a lot it appeared, but this might 
be expected on a dead run. Still | think CLARA might 
behave more civilised. On the other hand, what now looked 

like a not too agitated sea, might look different when 
observed from a much smaller boat. 

  
 



  

  

FOR SALE HAMBLE RIVER BROKERAGE 
SPECIALISTS IN VICTORIA YACHTS - VICTORIA YACHTS AVAILABLE ON BROKERAGE NOV 93 

_ ARIES WIND WANE, FRANCES 26 CUTTER 1988 £27,850 
ETE WITH | FRANCES 26 CUTTER 1984/89 £23,000 

ee oe oro VICTORIA 26 1990 £29,000 
VICTORIA 30 WHEELSTG. TEAK DECKS 1985 £33,000 
VICTORIA 30 WHEEL STG.TEAK DECKS 1985 £36,000 

OFFERS AROUND VICTORIA 30 TEAK DECKS 1990 £45,500 
,000. VICTORIA 30 CUTTER. TEAK DECKS 1989 £46,850 

VICTORIA 34 CUTTER. WHEEL STG. TEAK DECKS 1988 £75,000 
sroMe Pic Yano, VICTORIA 34 CUTTER. WHEEL STG. TEAK DECKS 1990 £69,500 

mu OFFERS TO THE HARBOUR MARINE COMPANY STONE PIER YARD, SHORE ROAD, WARSASH SOUTHAMPTON 
R. HAWKINS (0953) 602201 

TEL 0489 885430 FAX 0489 886600 

  

A FRANCES 26. 

If CAN BE INSPECTED AT   
  

IMPROVE YOUR MAINSAIL HANDLING 
With a range of products from Kemp Masts Ltd 

A Single Line Slab Reefing - your existing slab reefing 

boom can be converted to the late ndard, enabling you 

to reef quickly from the safety of the sig 

Full Batten Mainsail Slides - t e your full batten 

main easy to handle. Fully articulating custom slides for use 

with Aquabatten SDA batten systems run in existing sail 

track. 

RCB - Re Circulating Ball cars and track system is the 
MAEM IAM COTM OLMM ULM er=lcctae=t- ll male ii lale b 

Gas Rod Kickers - telescopic kicker struts powered by 

gas springs speed up reefing, improve safety and give you 

control. Your existing Rod Kicker can easily 

be upgraded to full ered standard.   Lazyjacks - the sost effective sail handling aid ever. 

Keeps the lowered sail under control, safely rela 1s 1 Me ae Uy 

boom   
  

Kemp Masts Limited 
St Margaret's Lane Titchfield Fareham 

Hampshire PO14 4BG England 

a Seldén Group Company 

All are available from Kemp's network of Service Agents - please call KEMP on 0329 841900 for details   
  

Specialists in Victoria yachts, lists of buyers awaiting good examples. Advice 

on insurance-finance-surveys-valuation-delivery (road/sea) & even Moorings. 

Buying OR Selling (No sale. No fee) Call us for details 

gus : | The Harbour Marine Company 
: British Stone Pier, Shore Road, Warsash 

=. Marine ayq Southampton, Hampshire SO3 9FR 
——_—— INDUSTRIES 

Harbour Master's Office mmm FEDERATION “a Fox: 0489 886600 Tel: 24 hours A/F 0489 885047 

Tel: 0489 885430 

   
    

  

   
       

  

      
     



  

  

PETER EYRE 
SAILS AND COVERS 
  

    152 KNIGHTON ROAD, WOOLSTON, SOUTHAMPTON SO2 7FN. 
TELEPHONE SOUTHAMPTON (0703) 433354 
  

For:- SPRAYHOODS, SAILCOATS 
‘DODGERS, AWNINGS and 

COMPUTER AIDED DESIGN SAILS 

  

  

  

Quality without compromise 
     

    

  

  
  

FREE ADVICE ON... 

SAIL SET, RIG TUNING 
AND REPAIRS. 

FOR THE HIGHEST QUALITY CUSTOM 
DESIGNED SAILS TAILORED TO 

YOUR PERSONAL REQUIREMENTS 

Contact 

BEN GREEN AT 
SHORE SAILMAKERS 

Moody’s Marina, Swanwick, Southampton SO3 7ZL 

Tel 0489 589450 Fax 0489 885917     

   
  

VICTORIA SEA SCHOOL 
TUITION & CHARTER 

Victoria Sea School Ltd., Stone Pier Yard, Warsash, 

Southampton SO3 9FR. Tel 0489 889089 Fax 0489 581358. 

DINGHY, YACHT, MOTORBOAT 
AND POWERBOAT TUITION 

RYA TUITION 
DINGHY - Level | to Level 5 
YACHT - Competent Crew to Yachtmaster Ocean 
MOTOR CRUISING - Helmsman to Yachtmaster 
POWERBOATING - Level | to Level 4 
Theory courses & specialists instructor courses 

VOYAGING 
VOYAGING TUITION AND 
CHARTER VOYAGING - 
Sail one way from port to port. 

         

    
      

      
    
    

      

  

      
CHARTER 
All craft are available 
for charter. 

    

  

  

  

    

  

Telephone our Central 
” Booking Office on :     

    

  

 


